century of progress since ta'bbyand his coworkmeastured material must r_othave changed exCalifornia, Los Angeles in ers made their pioneering determinations of age cept by the radioactive decay of t_C---since the 1970. Helmswrittenextenusing 14C.Here I review the entire five decades death of the organism. Third, there should have sively on theapplication ofra-of development of this remarkable technique, been rapid and complete mixing of _-KZ through diocarbon andotherdating one that today requires no more carbon than the various carbon reservoirs. Finally, the Berkeley in the mid-1930s, while he was studydecay inside the sample. With this scheme, Libing the radioactivity of rare-earth elements. Tesbv and his young collaborators were able to t-wnony by those who labored with Libbv at the demonstrate the inverse reiaVion between the University of Chicago, James R. Arnold and 14C content and age for a series of known-age Ernest C. Anderson, records the great difficutsamples, publishing their first "Curve of ties the}, encountered--and overcame in makKnowns" in December 1949.
ing radiocarbon dating practical. Successful as the}' were, these procedures The key was finding an effective way to diswere destined to change a _eat deal within just ting_ush between back_ound radia_on and the a decade. The production of massive amounts relativeh' weak and infrequent beta decay from of artificial radiocarbon from the atmospheric 14Cm natural samples. Theft soiution was altotesting of nuclear weaporL_ comp [icatec Lne use coiJrcidoza' comttmg, a technique that had been of elemental carbon h)r low-level 14C measureemployed in the study of cosmic rays since the ments. The problem is that solid carbon, like a 1930s. Following this approach, they compared charcoal filter, tends to absorb stray compuL_s from the counter containing the sample pounds, and many of the organics in _e enviwith pulses received from a ring of surrounding ronment at that point had become mildly raGeiger counters, the "guard ring. Pecogruzed a long-term trend on which were sucosmic rays strike molecule,s of gas and give rise to short-lived spallation products perlmposed shorter-term components, later that emit o_oatrons. Some of these neutrons (those slowed through collisions with atmospheric molecules) can hit nitrogen atoms (X_N)and transform them to _C.
dubbed De Vries effects or, less formally, "wrigQuickly oxidized to _CO_ radiocarbon is taken up by terrestrial plan_ and, in gles," "wiggles," "kinks," "windirlgs" or '2_-ne rum, animals. Most of the radiocarbon generated in the atmosphere also mixes into warps." The presence of these deviations m the the sea. Recognizing these processes, Willard Libby, a chemist at the University of 14(: time scale indicated that at least one of the Chicago, realized that the age of an organic sample could be ascertained by meapostulates of the method----_nost probably the assuring its radiocarbon content, which would decrease exponentially after dea_ at a sumption of & coilsb_t concei_tr'ation of 14(: rate governed by the half-life of _4C, about 5,730years, the atmosphere is violated to varying degrees. .among the investigators studying these soes (such as acetylene and methane) or liquids called secular variations were Ralph and Michael, (such as benzene), had largely replaced the origwho used their 1974 article in Amerw.an .qcienttst inal method. These strategies became the basis to focus attention on early sets of measurements on which tens of the : ands of radiocarbon that illustrated clearly the systemal_c anomalies dates have since bee_ c_etermi_ed in more than in the _K::time scale. They and others were able • 40 laboratories scattered throughout the world, to document the amount ot offset between 'q4C
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I twae" and "real time" for the past 7,000 vears bv
measuring the radiocarbon ages of wooct from ,,yore assuming that the longg__ie.,t of the variation follows a sine-.__n, with a maxtrnurn devtatmn of 8_0 to t,1300 years for materials hvmg about
• -,, %" 7,000 years ago. But that surrmse proved pro--mature. In the past 25 years, investigators have succeeded in extending the l_C calibration much further back in time. For instance, comparisons between _4C and tree-ring counts of Irish oak and of German oak and pine pushed the limit to about 11,800years ago.
Probing the discrepancy, between conventional radiocarbon ages and true ages by counting tree rings is currently not possible for earlier periods. But investigators have nevertheless extended the calibration using other materials and other radioisotopic clocks. For instance, the measurement of trace amounts of uranium-22,4 and thorium-Z30 in samples of ancient coral (calcium carbonate) provide estimates of their antiquity. So by pairing "-_4U/Z-_rl"h ages with IKZages from such coral samples, geologists, geochemists and oceanographers working to-;x.,/_e coint:ident otrtigotn_t gether over the past decade have extended the ----,a/_, calibration to about 24,000 years ago (or, as expressed in uncorrected 14Ct_ne, to about 20,300 a-A' _ -a' years before 1950, the unspoken reference date specialists commonly use when they give a number of radiocarbon years "before present"). Rather than displaying a sine wave, the long-A term offset appears to slowly diminish, from its "_ value of about 3,700 years for that time to less than 200 years for the past two millennia.
For earlier intervals, the offsets between ages obtained from 14C and other dating methods show discrepancies in many cases. For exampie, using materials from aboriginal hearths found near Lake Mungo, Australia, investigasarape tors have compared radiocarbon ages with counter those obtained from hearth stones using tJ_v'mo-!uminescence dating, a technique that measures the photons released from quartz when internal high-energy electrons are freed bv heat. Be-_' cause sunlight can also liberate these trapped electrons, thermolummescence dating gauges _e amount of time an object has been buried.
Figure3. Measurement of tracequantifiesof 14Cin a sampleis complicated by backgroundenvironmental radiation, whichsen offthe ins_ments usedto countme numThe differences between thel-molumlnescence berof atomsofradiocarbon thatdecayandreleasean electron.'rkesolutionI../bbyand and _*C ages f°r these hearths suggest that the hiscolleaguesusedinthelate1940'J wastosurroundthedecay-counting apparatus with offset ix',the radiocarbon time scale for about heavy shielding and a ring of small detectors (photograph). They could thus dlstinguish 29,000 years ago may have been in the range of pulsescausedby radiationthathadpenet_ted the shield (A-A"ondiagram) with an ionization or scintillation detector. Decay counting registers only a tiny fraction of the _C specimens by assessing the radioactive decay of atoms present. For example, of the 60 billion potassium into argon suggest less of an offset atoms of _4C in I gram of pre-industrial carbon, for this same period, fewer than 14 of these atoms will, on average, Studies of ancient changes in the intensity of decay during each minute of measurement. the earth's dipole magnetic field (and thus its Practitioners tolerated the inherent ineffiability to shield the planet from cosmic rays)---ciency in decay counting from Libby's first currently considered to be a major cause of the work in 1946 until 1977, when physicist long-term offsets in _C ages---also cast doubt on Richard Muller of the University of CaRfomia, the magnitude of the discrepan_ found using Berkeley proposed that radiocarbon concentrathermoluminescence as a yardstick. One intertions could be found directly with a cyclotron. premtion of the geomagnetic evidence argues for This high-energy accelerator, which sends para slowly decreasing offset in radiocarbon ages, tides along a spiral trajectory, could be used as one dmt starts in the range of 1500 to 2,700 years an ultrasensitive mass spectrometer to distinfor material living between 25,000 and 40,000 guish ionized carbon isotopes by their chargeyears ago. Interestingly, deductions drawn from to-mass ratio. Detecting _C in this way was the geomagnetic measurements predict that _4C possible, but consistent results proved difficult ages should be largely correct for carbon that is to achieve despite years of effort. about 45,000 to 50,000 years old.
.,-lnother type of accelerator mass spectrometry, Further work wil/be needed to confirm that as this approach was called, was described inthe systematic error in radiocarbon ages for 500-dependently by two groups of physicists within cenb.u'y-.old material is truly so small and to exmonths of Muller's initial publication. Both amine the short-term secular variations at such groups--one led by D. Erie Nelson at Simon remote times. But investigators now have a good Fraser University and the second involving a l i handle on the "wiggles" in the calibration for coUabomtion of investigators at _ Universities the last twelve millennia. These variations are of Toronto and Rochester, and the General [onex well documented, yet they cause considerable Corporation---noted that there were no known stable negative nitrogen ions. By using negative
Over the last 20 )'ears, investigators have inions, the accelerator would discriminate against deed realized the first two of these anticipated 14N,the ion that would create the most diffi_l-benefits. For both sample sizes and counting tv in measuring 14C.Both groups also used tan-times, thousand-fold reductions have been dem electrostaticaccelerators. As the name implies, possible. However, the projected third advance these devices employ two stages: A negative ion has not materialized. Why not? It Parns out beam is first accelerated and passes through a that sensitivity is limited not by the detector "stripper," which removes electrons, converting but by the tainting of samples with modem the beam to positive ions. These particles are carbon, which is commonly introduced as the then further accelerated. The stripping process materials are prepared for analysis. Much of breaks up molecules of mass 14, which would this contamination stems from the current reotherwise interfere with the detection of _C. A quirement in most laboratories that samples be mass spectrometer, essentially a large electroconverted to grapbJ.tic carbon for measurement magnet, separates the isotopes of carbon so that with an accelerator mass spectrometer. So inthe 14Catoms can be counted directly, vestigators at these facilities face the same The advent of accelerator mass spectrometry problem that hampered Libby's use of solid at the end of the 1970s brought about an enorcarbon samples a half-century ago. Even a few mous boost in detection efficiency, one that parts per million of modem carbon in a sample prormsed three important advantages. First, the will limit the effective maximum ages that can amo.unt of carbon required should plummet be resolved. So in practice, 14Cdating with acfrom grams to milligrams. Second, counting celerator mass spectrometry has not broken tunes should be reduced from days, weeks or through the age barrier established by decay even months to just minutes. Finally, the sensi-counting: In routine application, it still lies t-ivity of detection should increase so that the somewhere between 40,000 and 50,000 years; maximum age datable with radiocarbon might only rarely can 60,000 be achieved. extend from the then routine 40,000 to 50,000
Also, the ages estimated with particle acceleryears to as much as 100,000years, ators are no more or less accurate or precise than .... of bone from human skeletons found at different archaeological sites in North American that, on various grounds, had been declared to be preFigure6. Gasandliquid-_cinlillation counting_laced solld-carboncounlin_duaing Clovis in age. The sensitivity of accelerator mass the 1950s,in partbecauseof the massiveamountof artificial'4Ccreatedby thethen spectrometry eventually permitted us to obtain frequenttesting of nucleaxbombsin the atmosphere.Solid carbonsamples would 14Cages from different chemical fractions of quicklyabsorb traceamountsof "bomb14C'fromthe air,just as a carbonfil_r ab-these bones, Including amino acids and other sorbsmany other gaseous o|ga.nic compeunds. Vacuu.mlines to purityand handlegas highly specific organic constituents. We could samples forradiocarbondating,such as the al_araOaspictu_ here at the Isotope thus judge whether the _ones might have abLaboratoryof the Univemityof California, Lo_Angeles,werewidely employed.(P'ao-sorbed older carbon, for example, fro m the tographcourtesyof the UCLADepartmentof Chemistry.) ground in which they were buried. ff_oseobtained by decay counting. But the new
The work of several laboratories revealed that approach provided a way to measure samples all of the alleged pre-Ck)vLs ages were uareHwith extremely small amounts of carbon_ Ex-able. Although there now is evidence that at perirnents that would not have been mounted least one site in South America (Monte Verde m or would not have been practical with conven-Chile) may have been occupied about 1,000 tional decay coun_g were suddenly poss_le, years before the Clovis period, no human skeleIn the biomedical sciences, for example, clini-ton from North America has yielded ages any cians could use natural concentrations of l'_Cto older than 11,000 radiocaxbon years. _'ace the flow of a compound within a patient's So the peopling of North America probably body, rather than having to administer a more begins, as most prehistorians have long behighly radioactive solution. This advance thus lieved, at the very end of the last ice age. But permitted studies that were previously deemed the story is certainly not a simple one, and the tim be overly dangerous, hal chapter has not been written. Our recent I_C In archaeology, the leap was no smaller. Very measurements on human skeletons recovered quickly, scientists could be quite selective about from Kennewick in Washington and Spirit Cave what they wanted to measure. A good illustra-in Nevada hint at some of the complications. tion of the gains that ensued comes from a 1989 These remains, between 8,0(X)and 10,(K_) years study of maize specimens excavated from two old, seem to show skeletal features similar to i mc.k shelters in the Tehuacan Valley of b_..xi_o, thoc_e of early South Asian populations, unlike
The Z_ mays found at those sites had been re-more recent Native Americans. It appears that
